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Digital Showcase in the Library
How Trace enhances UT’s Virtual Library
The Virtual Library – a few definitions
• A set of electronic resources for creating, 
searching, and using information constructed 
by and for a community of users (Borgman 2007, 17-18)
• An information network overlay that facilitates 
the creation of collaborative and contextual 
knowledge environments (Lagoze et al. 2005)
The UT Virtual Library
• Enhance the library’s virtual presence through 
efficient searching capabilities, interactive features, 
archiving services, tools for discovery and delivery of 
scholarly resources, and new technologies that 
advance and scale services. 
(Virtual Library Steering Committee Charge, February 18, 2009)
• …an evolving concept defined by and for UT’s 
user communities: collaborative, discoverable, 
contextual, interactive
Trace: UT’s Digital Showcase
Vision
“Trace acquires, organizes, preserves, 
and provides access to the intellectual 
capital that makes Tennessee a leader in 
research and teaching. These services 
highlight UT's prominence in advancing 
knowledge globally.” (“About Us” http://trace.tennessee.edu/about.html)
• Born-digital preservation and archiving tool
• Advance UT’s institutional profile
• Increase exposure to and dissemination of faculty research
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Trace in the Virtual Library
The content is:
üDiscoverable
ü Collaborative
ü Contextual
ü Networked
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Discoverable
Primo, Google, and OAI harvesters
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Trace in the Virtual Library
The future of Trace…oh, the possibilities!
For contributors:
ü Born-digital journal and conference publishing and 
preservation
ü Content management capabilities
ü Social networking enhancements
For users:
ü Long-term open access to digital information
ü Multiple points of entry
Future Virtual Library Development
Standards!
Suggestions?
Comments?
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